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the boy thought himself as nothing nothing at all only haveing few friends in the castle and trying to fit in
his choice of school haveing no family but only having he most faved friends and one not so faved read
more to find out
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1 - piece of paper

a boy,a boy.Thats all they knew of him nothing else and nothing more he was abanded like a piece of
paper thrown away into garbage filled with untold stories fogotten like he felt.then he was looking around
over peoples head to see the window soon he would be in it doing something he would love he wanted
battle school since his dad was told to be a warrior and died at battle some people say he was 15 small
for his age and he sat down in his seat staring at his baked potatoes,turkey with stuffing and gravey
"whats wrong?" janet said while spitting food on me she loved food she wanted to be a cook always
when we where 4 she made me a cake with 5 layers! and 7 layers of frosting shes a little chubby in the
back but thin in the front "do you think i will make it to battle school?" she stared at me "i dont know yoyu
know my hearts in cooking maybe you might" she stared at me smileing then kept on eating
"HA..HAHAHA! you will never make it to battle school you know that?" i know at him angrie he was buff
tall and ready to go to battle school he went up and said "WIMPY WIMPY WIMPY WIMPY!!!!!" he said "I
WOULDNT BE TALKING UGLY DUCKLING!" he got mad and threw down 5 plates and sat back down
"whos wimpy now" he was about to stand up but i ran to the door
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